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DIGEST O OOTi'rS RECENT VIRGINIA DECISIONS. 

(Head notes prepared by M. P. Burks, State Reporter.) 

WHITELAW'S ADM'R AND OTHERS V. WHITELAW'S ADM'R AND 
OTHERS.-Decided at Richmond, February 2, 1899.-Buchanan, J. Absent, 
Oardwell, J: 

1. EVIDENCE-Collateral facts. As a general rule, facts which are collateral to 
the fact in issue, and which shed no light on the issue, are not admissible in 
evidence. 

2. WILLs-Issue devisavit vel non-Admissions of one of several legatees. Upon the 
trial of an issue devisavit vel non, the admission of one of the legatees or devisees 
cannot be given in evidence to impeach the will where there are other legatees or 
devisees interested in sustaining it. The validity of the whole will being in issue, 
only such evidence can be introduced to impeach it as is competent against all the 

parties seeking to establish it. 

NEW YORK LIFE INS. Co. v. DAvIS.---Decided at Richmond, Feb- 

ruary 8, 1899.-Riely, J: 

1. FRAUD-How proved-Circumstantial evidence. Fraud may be established by 
circumstantial evidence as well as by direct testimony, but in either case it must 
be clearly and satisfactorily proved. It will not be presumed from doubtful 

evidence, or circumstances of suspicion. The law never presumes fraud, but the 

presumption is always in favor of innocence and honesty. 

2. LIFE INSURANCE-Asstgnment of policy-In-urable interest. Where a life 
insurance policy, valid in its inception, has been assigned to the insured as a 
security for premiums advanced by the assignee who is not otherwise interested 
in the life of assured, the limit of the assignee's recovery is the amount necessary 
to reimburse him for his advances. In the case at bar the evidence does not show 
that the policy was void in its inception. 

WRIGHT V. INDEPENDENCE NATIONAL BANK.-Decided at Rich- 

mond, February 8, 1899.-Buchanan, J: 

1. PRINCIPAL AND SURETY-Release-Extension of time to second endorser of 
negotiable paper. An agreement between the holder of a negotiable note and a 
second endorser thereof to extend the time of payment does not release the first 
endorser, though a mere surety for the maker. The first endorser may still pay 
the note and sue the maker, or may exercise any of the rights which a surety may 
assert for his protection against his principal. 

2. APPEAL AND ERROR--Erroneous instruction-Harmless error. This court 
will not reverse the action of the trial court on account of erroneous instructions 
given when it can see from the whole record that, under proper instructions, a 
different verdict could not have been rightly found, or that the exceptant could 
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